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1.0 Introduction
They Shall NoT PaSS is a game based on the opening days of the German attack at Verdun, in 
February 1916. The “Battle” was actually an extended campaign that lasted from February 21 
until December 19. The German plan, Fall Gericht, (which translates as “Place of Execution”), 
was one of the most cold-hearted in military history. The German commander-in-chief, Erich 
von Falkenhayn, conceived a plan to bleed France white by a simple battle of attrition, without 
regard to the suffering of his own soldiers.

The German player represents Crown Prince Wilhelm (to whom history has been most unkind), 
commander of the 5th Army. Kept in the dark regarding Falkenhayn’s true goal, your mission 
is to seize the strategic city of Verdun on the Meuse River. The French player represents the 
commander of the 2nd Army, originally General Herr, then Henri Petain (who would later 
become one of the most controversial figures in French history) who made famous the phrase, 
“They Shall Not Pass.”

2.0 Components
They Shall NoT PaSS consists of this rulebook, a 34” x 22” map, two chart cards and 140 die-cut 
playing pieces. The map scale is 700 meters per hex, and the pieces represent infantry regiments 
and battalions, artillery batteries, and headquarters staffs and support. Other markers are used 
to indicate certain game functions.

2.1 Playing Pieces.

   Infantry  Hunter

   Artillery  Pioneer 
 

   Headquarters  Railroad Artillery 
 

   Remnant  Garrison 

Each playing piece has a symbol showing whether it is infantry, artillery, or a headquarters 
(HQ).
 

Unit Size

	 	 	 								Parent	Formation	 	 	 Unit	Identification

          Morale

	 	 	 																Combat	Strength	 	 								Movement	Allowance

2.11 Infantry.

Infantry units have two numbers: Combat Strength, followed by Movement Allowance. The 
reverse side of each counter shows the unit at reduced strength, due to combat losses.
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Unit Size

	 	 	 								Unit	Identification

          Morale

	 	 	 																Defense	Strength	 	 								Movement	Allowance

2.12 Headquarters.
The first, circled number on an HQ counter is its defense strength (HQs can’t attack); the second 
is its movement allowance. HQs have no reduced-strength side. The reverse side of an HQ 
represents its disruption due to Barrage (7.1).

Range

                         Parent 
                         Formation
          Morale

	 	 	 																															Attack	 	 												Movement
	 	 	 																															Strength	 														Allowance

Defense
Strength

2.13 Artillery.
Artillery counters have three numbers across the bottom, and a parenthesized number above the 
unit type symbol. The numbers on the bottom are (in order): Attack Strength (used in firing), 
Defense Strength (if attacked), and Movement Allowance. The parenthesized number above the 
unit type symbol is its Range in hexes. Like an HQ, an artillery piece has no reduced-strength 
side. Its flip side (called the “fired” side) has only its defense strength, to show it has fired or 
moved and can take no further action this turn.

There are three different calibers of artillery. In descending order of size, they are army level, 
corps level and division level. Larger types can perform Barrage (7.1) and Interdiction (7.2) 
fire, while smaller types can perform Offensive and Defensive support (9.3) in assaults. See the 
Artillery Capability Chart for which types of artillery can perform which types of fire.

2.2 Unit Information. 
All units are color-coded to indicate the corps to which they belong.

French:
• XXX Corps (all French units that start on the map): Red on Black
• XX Corps (37th and 153rd Divisions): Black on Green
• 16th Independent Division: Black on Dark Blue
• I Corps (1st and 2nd Divisions): Black on Red
• Remnants and Fort Garrisons: Black on Light Blue
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German:
• VII Reserve Corps (14th and 13th Reserve Divisions): White on Gray
• XVIII Corps (21st and 25th Divisions): White on Light Blue
• III Corps (5th and 6th Divisions): White on Olive Green
• V Corps (9th, 10th and 121st Divisions): White on Red
• Remnants: Black on White

The Roman numeral in the upper left corner of each HQ and corps-level infantry piece indicates 
which corps it belongs to. The number in the upper left corner of all other infantry pieces 
indicates which division the unit belongs to. The number in the upper right corner of all infantry 
and divisional artillery pieces indicates the regiment or battalion designation. Corps artillery do 
not have regiment or battalion designations. The number to the right of the unit type symbol on 
all counters indicates the unit’s morale.

3.0 Setup

3.1 French Setup.

The French XXX Corps and subordinate divisions set up on the board at the start of the game. 
Other corps and divisions enter as reinforcements. XXX Corps infantry units set up in trench 
hexes, as follows: 
• 72nd Reserve Division deploys from hex 0403 to hex 1403;
• 51st Reserve Division deploys from hex 1504 to hex 2305;
• 14th Division deploys from hex 2405 to hex 3305;
• XXX Corps HQ and artillery set up in Louvemont (hex 1609);
• Corps assets (the three territorial and two hunter units) may set up in any trench hexes the 
French player wishes.

Each XXX Corps divisional artillery unit sets up south of the trench line, no more than four 
hexes from an infantry unit of its division. The railroad gun starts in any rail hex. When set up 
is done, all hexes of the northernmost trench line must contain a French unit or zone of control 
(8.4).

3.2 German Setup.
The German player deploys second, in hexes numbered xx01 on the north map edge. Units 
of different divisions may not be stacked together at start (they may stack with units of other 
divisions freely once they move):
• 7th Reserve Corps deploys from hex 0201 to hex 1001;
• 18th Corps from hex 1101 to hex 1701;
• 3rd Corps from hex 1801 to hex 2501;
• 5th Corps from hex 2601 to hex 3301.  

German units may set up in excess of stacking limits, but must conform to stacking limits at the 
end of each subsequent German Movement Phase (8.3).

3.3 Other Pieces.
Place the German Naval Battery in its box face-up, the German Heavy Artillery marker in the 
“3” box on the German Offboard Artillery Track, the weather marker in the Good Weather box 
on the weather track, and the turn marker on February 21 on the turn track.

3.4 Reinforcements.
See the Reinforcement Schedule for when and where other corps and divisions enter the board.

4.0 Sequence of Play
They Shall NoT PaSS is played in a series of turns, each representing one day. The game begins 
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on February 21 and runs through February 29, for a total of nine turns. Each turn is played in a 
certain order, as follows:

I. Weather
The French player rolls a die to determine the weather for the turn (5.0), except for Turn One 
(which is always considered Good Weather).

II. German Organization Phase
The German player checks for supply (6.1), rallies troops (except HQs; 6.2), brings in replacements 
(6.3) and reinforcements (6.4), and removes German Interdiction markers (7.2), in that order.

III. German Bombardment Phase
The German player may perform bombardment (7.0) with any or all of his artillery units. Any 
unit that bombards is flipped to its “fired” side to show it cannot fire again or move this turn. 
Bombardment can either be Barrage (7.1) or Interdiction (7.2).

IV. German Movement Phase
The German player may move any or all of his infantry and HQ units, plus artillery units that 
did not fire in the German Bombardment Phase (7.0). Infantry that do not move may “dig in” 
(14.1). Flip corps artillery units that move, and divisional artillery that use Strategic Movement 
(8.2).

V. German Assault Phase
German units may assault any or all French units which are adjacent to them (9.0). Artillery not 
previously flipped may support German attacks and French defenses (9.3). Flip artillery units 
which perform support fire.

VI. German Breakthrough Movement Phase
Stacks containing one or more pioneer units may move again, except in bad weather (see 13.0).

VII. French Organization Phase
The French player checks for supply, rallies troops, brings in reinforcements and replacements, 
and removes French Interdiction markers, in that order.

VIII. French Bombardment Phase
The French player conducts barrages and interdictions, flipping artillery units that fire to their 
reverse side.

IX. French Movement Phase
The French player may move any or all of his infantry and HQ units, plus artillery units that did 
not fire in the French Bombardment Phase (7.0). Infantry that do not move may “dig in” (14.1). 
Flip corps artillery units that move, and divisional artillery that use Strategic Movement (8.2).

X. French Assault Phase
French units may assault any or all German units which are adjacent to them. Artillery not 
previously flipped may support French attacks and German defenses. Flip artillery units which 
perform support fire.

XI. French Breakthrough Movement Phase
Stacks containing one or more hunter units may move again, except in bad weather (see 13.0).

XII. Mutual Recovery Phase
Both players flip artillery units to their front sides, and try to rally (6.2) disrupted HQs (10.0).

When the last turn ends, check victory conditions to see who wins (16.0).
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5.0 Weather
The French player rolls a die at the start of each turn (except turn one) to determine the weather 
for the whole turn. A result of 1 or 2 indicates bad weather, and a result of 3 through 6 indicates 
good weather. Place the weather marker in the box on the weather track corresponding to 
the roll. “Bad” weather is anything that can hamper military operations (snow and freezing 
temperatures being most common in February).

5.1 Bad Weather.
Bad weather reduces every unit’s movement allowance by one and cancels all breakthrough 
movement for the turn (13.0).

5.2 Good Weather.
Good Weather permits normal operations, and gives German barrage attacks a +1 column shift 
due to unhindered German artillery spotting from the air (7.12).

6.0 Organization Phase
Each player performs several administrative functions in his Organization Phase, in this order:

1. Supply check;
2. Rally troops;
3. Receive replacements;
4. Bring in reinforcements.

6.1 Supply Check.
During his Organization Phase, a player determines whether his HQs and units are in 
supply. Once determined, a unit’s supply status stays the same until the owning player’s next 
Organization Phase, at which point it’s determined again. So, a unit that’s determined to be 
unsupplied stays that way until its next Organization Phase, no matter what else happens in the 
intervening turn.

6.11 Supply Sources.
Board-edge road hexes are the supply sources for HQs. The supply sources for all German HQs 
are the three road hexes on the north board edge (0201, 1601, 2201). The supply sources for all 
French HQs are the two road hexes on the south board edge (1323 and 1622), plus the three road 
hexes on the east board edge (3307, 3310 and 3321).

Each HQ is the sole supply source for all units assigned to it. A unit may not bypass its HQ 
and use a board-edge road hex as a supply source – it may only trace supply to its assigned HQ 
(except units of the French 16th Division, see 14.2). If an HQ is eliminated in combat, all units 
assigned to the HQ become unsupplied on the owning player’s Organization Phase after the HQ 
is eliminated. They remain unsupplied until the friendly Organization Phase after the HQ is 
returned to play (by spending a replacement; 6.32).

If a supply source hex falls under enemy control (for example, if German units occupy hex 
3307), it ceases to be a supply source until it is retaken by the originally-controlling player. A 
captured supply source hex cannot be used as a supply source by the capturing player.

6.12 Supply Lines.
To be in supply, an HQ or unit must trace a continuous line of hexes from itself to its supply 
source (6.11). This is called a supply line. A supply line can be traced through an unlimited 
number of connected road hexes that do not contain interdiction markers (7.2), plus up to 10 
movement points’ (MPs) worth of other hexes (“other” meaning non-road hexes, unconnected 
road hexes, and all hexes with interdiction markers). In addition, French units can trace supply 
through an unlimited number of connected rail hexes on and after February 26th. See the TEC 
for the MP cost to trace supply through non-road and unconnected road hexes. Costs for multiple 



terrain types in a hex are cumulative (so it costs 3 MPs to trace supply through a hex containing 
both woods and a trench).

If an HQ is disrupted, it and the units assigned to it follow the same supply rules as above, 
except that when each disrupted HQ is tracing supply through hexes that aren’t connected, un-
interdicted road hexes, it can only trace supply through 5 MPs worth of such hexes.

6.13 Interdiction.
Interdiction markers (7.2) negate roads in the hexes they occupy, for all purposes. Tracing supply 
lines through hexes with interdiction markers costs double the MP cost of the non-road terrain 
in the hex. In addition, if a road hex contains an interdiction marker, all adjacent road hexes are 
considered unconnected as long as the interdiction marker remains there. So, it costs MPs to 
trace supply through an interdicted road hex AND into an adjacent non-interdicted road hex.

Example: It costs 4 MPs to trace supply through a woods hex containing an interdiction marker, 
whether or not there’s a road in the hex. If the hex contains both woods and a trench, it costs 
6 MPs to trace supply through it. If the interdicted hex is a road hex, tracing supply out of it 
and into an adjacent hex also costs MPs, whether the adjacent hex is connected by road to the 
interdicted hex or not. This is because the interdiction marker negates the road, and all adjacent 
road hexes are unconnected as long as the interdiction marker remains.

6.14 ZOC and Enemy Units.
A supply line cannot be traced through hexes containing one or more enemy units or enemy 
zones of control (8.4). If a hex contains one or more friendly units, they negate any enemy ZOC 
there (8.44).

6.15 Procedure.
The player taking his Organization Phase starts by checking the supply line for each of his 
HQs. Each HQ that cannot successfully trace a supply line to a supply source hex (6.11) is out of 
supply, and so are all units assigned to it. Place “Out of Supply” markers on each such HQ; all 
of its units are also out of supply.

Then, he checks the supply line for each of his units assigned to a supplied HQ. Each such unit 
that can’t successfully trace a supply line to its HQ is unsupplied. Place an Out of Supply marker 
on each such unit.

Example: The German XVIII Corps HQ is in Haumont (hex 1104), and an XVIII Corps infantry 
regiment is in road hex 1606 just south of Beaumont. There is an Interdiction marker on the road 
between them, in hex 1405. All road hexes south and southwest of the regiment are blocked by 
French units and zones of control.

The HQ can trace a supply line west on the road to the supply source hex at 0201. The regiment 
can trace a supply line on the road through Beaumont and west through the interdicted hex 
(at a cost of 6 MPs for the woods and trench there, plus 1 MP for the clear terrain in the road 
hex beyond the interdicted hex, for 7 MPs total) to the HQ. So, the HQ and the regiment are in 
supply.

If the HQ were disrupted it would still be in supply since it has a road route to its supply source. 
But the regiment would be out of supply because it costs over 5 MPs to trace supply through the 
interdicted road hex or through non-road hexes around it to the HQ. The owning player would 
place an Out of Supply marker on the regiment.

6.16 Supply Effects.
Unsupplied units suffer the following:

• All unsupplied infantry units have their movement allowances and combat strengths halved 
(round fractions up).
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• Unsupplied artillery units can’t fire bombardment (7.0) or offensive support (9.3). They defend 
at full strength, and can fire defensive support (9.3) normally.
• Unsupplied units may not receive replacements (6.3) and may not use strategic movement 
(8.2).

Demoralization (12.3) and supply effects are cumulative. An infantry unit that is both unsupplied 
and demoralized would have its combat strength quartered. An unsupplied artillery unit that is 
also demoralized can do nothing but defend at full strength.

6.2 Rallying Troops.
Next, the active player attempts to rally his demoralized (12.3) units. To rally, the unit must be 
in supply (6.12). Increase or decrease the unit’s morale by any applicable modifiers (12.2) and 
roll two dice. If the result is less than or equal to the unit’s modified morale, it rallies; remove 
the Demoralized marker. If the result is greater than the unit’s morale, it fails to rally and stays 
demoralized.

If a unit fails to rally, AND is at reduced strength or a remnant, AND is adjacent to an enemy 
unit, AND no friendly unit which is not demoralized is present in the same hex, it surrenders 
and is permanently removed from play (9.7). In addition, reduced-strength units which are 
demoralized AND unsupplied AND adjacent to any enemy unit(s) in the owning player’s 
Organization Phase automatically surrender, since only supplied units can rally.

Do not rally disrupted HQs in the Organization Phase, but in the Mutual Recovery Phase 
(10.0).

6.3 Replacements.
The French player starts receiving replacements on Turn One; the German player starts on Turn 
Two.  

6.31 Replacements.
The German player receives three replacements per turn, starting with Turn Two. The 
French player receives one replacement on every turn until February 25th. On February 26th 
and afterwards, he receives two replacements per turn (14.7). Players may not accumulate 
replacements from turn to turn; any not used are lost.

6.32 Procedure.
Only infantry and HQ units may take replacements. By expending one replacement, the owning 
player may do one of the following:
• Restore a reduced-strength infantry unit on the board to full strength.
• Return an eliminated infantry unit to play at reduced strength.
• Return an eliminated HQ unit to play (it has no reduced-strength side).

By expending two replacements, a player may bring an eliminated infantry unit back to play at 
full strength.

6.33 Restrictions and Placement.
• Eliminated artillery units and surrendered units of any type (9.7) may not be returned to play.
• On-board unsupplied (6.15) and demoralized (12.0) units may not receive replacements.
• No more than one replacement may be expended on German pioneer units each turn.
• Eliminated infantry returned to play must be placed on top of their parent HQ, which must be 
in supply.
• Infantry may be placed in excess of stacking limits (8.31) when returned to play, but must 
conform to stacking limits at the end of the movement phase after they return.
• The French player may place restored HQs in any Verdun hex, while the German player may 
place restored HQs north of the northernmost trench line, on any road which leads to a supply 
source hex and is not blocked by enemy units, zones of control or Interdiction markers.
• No units may be placed in hexes containing enemy units or zones of control (8.4).
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6.4 Reinforcements.
Players receive reinforcements during the game per the Reinforcement Schedule. Reinforcements 
ignore stacking limits (8.3) when they’re first placed on the board, and do not pay MPs to be 
placed in their entry hex. However, they must conform to stacking limits by the end of their first 
Movement Phase (8.0).

6.41 French Reinforcements.
All units of the 16th Division enter at hex 1622. All other French reinforcements enter at hex 
1323.

6.42 German Reinforcements.
The German 121st Infantry Division is an optional reinforcement. It may enter on the February 
25th turn (only) at the option of the German player. It is part of XVIII Corps and its units 
enter from any north board edge hex(es) between hexes 1101 and 1701, inclusive. If the German 
player brings in the 121st, he loses 1 VP at the end of the game. There are no other German 
reinforcements.

7.0 Bombardment
During the Bombardment Phase, the active player may use certain types of artillery to perform 
Barrage and Interdiction fire. In a Barrage, artillery fires at enemy units in range to “soften 
them up” for the upcoming Assault Phase. In Interdiction fire, artillery fires at hexes to slow 
movement through them and disrupt supply lines. See the Artillery Capability Chart.

Each artillery unit may fire once per turn, at one hex within the artillery unit’s range (Exception: 
Offboard German Heavy Artillery, 14.32). Once an artillery unit fires, flip it to its “fired” side. 
Units on their “fired” side may not move this turn or fire support in the Assault Phase (9.3).

7.1 Barrage.
If a player wishes to conduct barrages against enemy-held hexes, he first decides which of his 
artillery units are firing at which hexes. For each target hex, the player adds up the combat 
strengths of the artillery units firing at it (see 7.13 for restrictions) and then finds the column 
on the Barrage Table which includes their total combat strength. Apply any column modifiers 
(7.12), and roll one die. Cross-reference the die-roll with the column to get the result, which 
applies to all units in the hex (Exception: 7.14).

7.11 Effects.
- = no effect
M = Morale Check.
M1 or M2 = Morale Check (adding the number indicated to the morale check result).
X = Damage.

On a result of M, M1 or M2, the owning player rolls two dice for each unit in the target hex. 
Roll separately for each unit. If the result is M1, add one to the result; if it’s M2, add two. If the 
modified result is less than or equal to the unit’s morale, there is no effect. If it is greater than 
the unit’s morale, it fails the morale check. Place demoralized markers (12.0) on infantry and 
artillery units that fail their morale checks, and flip HQs that fail their morale checks to their 
disrupted sides (6.12).

On an “X” result, the owning player either eliminates one artillery unit in the hex or flips one 
full-strength infantry unit in the hex to its reduced-strength side (his choice). Do not eliminate 
HQs or reduced-strength infantry. After reducing or eliminating any eligible unit, the remaining 
units in the hex all must undertake M2 morale checks. If there were no artillery units or full-
strength infantry units in the hex at the beginning of the barrage attack, then no unit there 
is eligible to be flipped or eliminated, and all units in the hex must make M3 morale checks 
instead.
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Example: At the beginning of Turn 3, the French 208th Reserve Infantry Regiment and 56th 
Chasseur (Hunter) battalion are both in road hex 1606 just south of Beaumont. The Germans 
want to clear the French out of that hex to open up the road to the south, and the weather is  
good (favorable to German bombardments). Hex 1606 is within range of both of German III 
Corps’ artillery units, so in the German Bombardment Phase they both barrage the hex, and the 
German player combines their barrage with one shot from the German off-map heavy artillery. 
The total strength of the barrage is 5 + 5 + 6 = 16. The hex is clear terrain so there are no negative 
column modifiers, and the +1 column modifier for good weather means the German player 
gets to roll on the highest column (19+) to resolve the barrage. He rolls a 5, which scores an X 
result. The French player uses his reserves for cannon fodder, flipping the 208th regiment to its 
half-strength side. Both his units must then make M2 morale checks. The French player rolls 
a 6 + 2 = 8 for the 208th Reserve Infantry regiment, and since 8 is more than the unit’s morale 
of 6, it becomes demoralized. He then rolls a 4 + 2 = 6 for the 56th Chasseur battalion, and 
since the Chasseurs have a morale of 8, they pass the morale check. The French player places a 
demoralized marker on the 208th, but not the Chasseurs.

7.12 Column Modifiers.
Increase or decrease the column used on the Barrage Table (“shift” it to the left or right) per the 
column modifiers below. All column modifiers are cumulative.

• German artillery firing on a Good Weather turn: +1
• German artillery firing on February 21st turn: +1
• Target is Town hex: -1
• Target is City hex: -2
• Target is Trench hex: -2

7.13 Restrictions.
German corps artillery units may always combine their strengths to make barrage attacks. 
French corps artillery units may combine starting February 26th. Army artillery on both sides 
may combine with any corps artillery. Other than the fact that each artillery unit may only fire 
once per turn, there’s no limit to how many times a player can barrage the same hex.

Units in intact Fort hexes are immune to barrage fire. All other hexes within range are eligible 
targets, except Forges (hex 0105). The French artillery counter there represents artillery scattered 
around the west bank of the Meuse, not actually in Forges.

7.14 Counter-Battery Fire.
Enemy artillery can be targeted for barrage normally on Good Weather turns. On Bad Weather 
turns, the firing artillery unit or another friendly unit must be within 3 hexes of the enemy 
artillery unit (to spot it). If friendly artillery fires barrage at a hex containing both enemy 
artillery and non-artillery units on a Bad Weather turn, and if the firing artillery unit or another 
friendly unit is not within three hexes of the target hex, then the artillery in the target hex is 
unaffected by the barrage.

7.2 Interdiction.
Artillery may also fire interdiction, which is fire directed at a hex in order to slow movement 
through it and interfere with supply lines.

7.21 Procedure.
To place an interdiction marker, select a hex within the firing artillery unit’s range and roll 
one die. If the result is less than (NOT equal to) the artillery unit’s attack strength, place the 
marker in the hex. A “6” is always a failure. Artillery units cannot combine with each other in 
interdiction fire. The die result is not modified by terrain.

7.22 Effects.
An interdiction marker negates all roads in the hex it occupies for all purposes. Units moving 
into or tracing supply through a hex with an interdiction marker must pay double the MP cost of 
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the non-road terrain in the hex. All road hexes adjacent to an interdicted road hex are considered 
unconnected to it as long as the interdiction marker remains there (8.5). Thus, units leaving an 
interdicted road hex and entering a hex that’s not interdicted pay the MP cost of the non-road 
terrain in the hex entered. Units which retreat from combat (9.5) must make an M morale check 
in each interdicted hex through which they retreat. Both sides’ units are subject to these effects 
no matter who placed the marker (“Jack Johnsons” don’t discriminate). The marker stays in the 
hex until the firing player’s next Organization Phase.

7.23 Restrictions.
Placing an interdiction marker has no effect on units occupying the hex at that time. Players may 
not place interdiction markers in supply source hexes (6.11).

7.3 First Turn German Special Rules.
German artillery was pre-positioned and sighted before the battle, and was devastating. On 
Turn 1, German barrages receive a +1 column shift and German interdiction die-rolls receive a 
-1 modifier.

8.0 Movement
During the Movement Phase the active player may move all his infantry units and all artillery 
units that did not fire in the preceding Bombardment Phase (except for units that are blocked 
from moving by enemy units, zones of control, or prohibited terrain). Units move from hex to 
hex, paying the movement point (MP) costs listed on the Terrain Effects Chart (TEC) for each 
hex entered, up to their movement allowances. All MP costs are cumulative – so for example, 
a hex containing woods and a trench costs 3 MPs to enter. Units may move individually or in 
stacks, as desired. A unit is never required to move.

8.1 Restrictions.
A unit may not exceed its movement allowance in any Movement Phase (Exception: 8.2). 
However, each unit may always move at least one hex during its Movement Phase no matter the 
MP cost, as long as it is not blocked from entering the hex. Units eligible to move during the 
Breakthrough Movement Phase may move at least one hex during that phase no matter the MP 
cost, unless they are blocked from entering the hex (8.11).

Corps artillery which uses any type of movement is flipped to its “fired” side. Divisional artillery 
is lighter and is not flipped over if it moves normally, but is flipped to its “fired” side if it uses 
strategic movement (8.2).

8.11 Blocked Movement.
Units may not enter hexes containing enemy units or undestroyed enemy forts, nor may they 
cross river hexsides except at bridges. HQ and artillery units may not enter un-negated enemy 
Strong Zone of Control hexes (8.41, 8.42).

8.12 Movement and Stacking.
Units ignore stacking limits when moving through a hex. An unlimited number of units can 
move through a hex, unless they’re prohibited from entering it by terrain, or enemy ZOC or units 
in the hex. Stacking limits apply at the end of each player’s Movement Phase and Breakthrough 
Movement Phase.

8.13 Advances and retreats after combat (9.5, 9.6) do not cost MPs.

8.14 Bad Weather reduces every unit’s movement allowance by one and cancels all breakthrough 
movement (13.0) for the current turn.

8.2 Strategic Movement
Units using strategic movement during their Movement Phase have their movement allowances 
doubled. To use strategic movement, a unit must be in supply (6.1) and not be demoralized 
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(12.0). It may not begin its move adjacent to an enemy unit, nor may it move into any enemy 
zone of control (8.4) at any point during its move, nor may it enter any hexes its side doesn’t 
already control (14.9). It may move into or through hexes which other friendly units have just 
taken control of in the current turn. 

8.21 Terrain.
Units using strategic movement pay 1/2 MP per connected road hex entered, and 1MP per town 
and city hex entered. All other MP costs for terrain entered are unchanged during strategic 
movement.

8.22 Restrictions.
Units may not use both strategic and non-strategic movement in the same movement phase. 
Units may not use strategic movement during the Breakthrough Movement Phase.

8.3 Stacking
A limited number of units of the same side may occupy the same hex at the same time. This is 
called “stacking.”

8.31 Infantry Regiments.
Up to two regiments may stack together in a hex at the end of each Movement Phase and 
Breakthrough Movement Phase. One German pioneer battalion may be added over and above 
the stacking limit IF stacked with at least one unit of its own division.

8.32 Other Units.
A corps artillery unit counts as a regiment for stacking purposes. Each battalion, HQ, and 
divisional artillery unit counts as 1/2 of a regiment for stacking purposes. French fort garrisons 
(14.8) do not count against the stacking limit.

8.33 Exceptions.
Replacements and reinforcements (6.3, 6.4) may be placed in excess of the stacking limit on the 
turn they enter the board, but must conform to stacking limitations by the end of their side’s 
Movement Phase. German units may set up in excess of the stacking limit at the start of the 
game (3.2).

8.34 Stacking and Movement.
Units ignore stacking limits when moving through a hex. An unlimited number of units can 
move through a hex, unless they’re prohibited from entering it by terrain, or enemy ZOC or units 
in the hex. Stacking limits apply at the end of each player’s Movement Phase and Breakthrough 
Movement Phase.

8.4 Zones of Control (ZOC).
Each infantry and artillery unit exerts a Zone of Control (ZOC) into the six adjacent hexes 
surrounding it. HQs do not exert ZOC.

8.41 Strong and Weak ZOC.
There are two types of ZOC: Strong and Weak. Regiments and forts exert Strong ZOC, while 
infantry battalions, remnants and artillery units exert Weak ZOC. If a hex contains both Strong 
and Weak ZOC, Strong effects prevail. Thus, a hex with a hunter battalion and a fort exerts 
Strong ZOC.

8.42 Strong ZOC Effects.
• Artillery and HQ units may not enter any enemy Strong ZOC hex or hexes when moving or 
retreating (9.5).
• During the Movement and Breakthrough Movement phases, infantry units must stop moving 
upon entering an enemy Strong ZOC hex and may move no farther in that phase.
• During Assault Phases, each retreating infantry unit must make an M morale check (12.1) 
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in each Strong ZOC hex into which it retreats (9.51), but does not have to stop moving when it 
enters a Strong ZOC hex.
• Units and HQs may not trace supply through hexes with an enemy Strong ZOC (6.12).
• It costs +1 MP to enter an enemy Strong ZOC hex, and +1 MP to exit it.
• Infantry may never move directly between enemy Strong ZOCs unless they are advancing 
(9.6) or retreating (9.5).

8.43 Weak ZOC Effects.
• Artillery and HQ units may not enter an enemy Weak ZOC when moving or retreating (9.5).
• Infantry may enter an enemy Weak ZOC at no extra MP cost, but must pay +1 MP to leave 
such a hex.
• Infantry may move directly between adjacent enemy Weak ZOC hexes, paying +1 MP to leave 
each one. They must stop if they enter an enemy Strong ZOC hex from a Weak one (unless 
advancing or retreating, 9.5, 9.6), paying +1 MP to leave the Weak and +1 MP to enter the 
Strong.
• Each retreating infantry unit must make an M morale check in each Weak ZOC hex into which 
it retreats (9.51). Units and HQs may not trace supply through an enemy Weak ZOC.

8.44 ZOC Negation.
The presence of one or more friendly units in a hex negates both Strong and Weak enemy ZOC 
in the hex for the purposes of retreating (9.51) and tracing supply.

8.45 HQs, Artillery and Moving Enemy Strong ZOC.
If an enemy regiment moves adjacent to a hex containing only friendly HQs and/or artillery, the 
friendly units do not have to exit the hex. They may stand their ground and defend normally.

8.46 Advances and Retreats.
ZOC has no effect on Advancing units (9.6). Each Retreating unit must make an M morale check 
in each hex containing an enemy ZOC into which it retreats (9.51), but it does not have to stop 
moving when retreating into an enemy Strong ZOC hex.

8.47 French Hunter Units.
French Chasseurs a Pied treat all German ZOCs as Weak ZOC (8.43).

8.5 Roads.
It costs 1 MP (or 1/2 MP when using Strategic Movement, 8.2) to move from one road hex to 
another road hex, as long as the road actually connects the two hexes. If a unit enters a road hex 
from a non-road hex, or from an unconnected road hex, or from a road hex with an interdiction 
marker (7.2), then it pays the MP cost of whatever other terrain is in the road hex entered.

9.0 Assault
Combat is optional in They Shall NoT PaSS. Units are never required to attack. Infantry units 
may only assault enemy units that are in hexes adjacent to them. If infantry assaults a hex 
containing more than one enemy unit, then all enemy units in that hex must be assaulted as 
one: the attacker may not choose to attack some but not others. However, not all of the attacking 
player’s units have to attack — some may sit out the battle if desired.

Each target hex must be assaulted separately — attacking units may not assault more than one 
hex with the same assault die-roll. However, any or all friendly units in any or all hexes adjacent 
to the target hex may assault it together in one combined attack if desired. Each unit may attack 
only once per turn, and each unit may only be assaulted once per Assault Phase.

9.1 Assault Procedure.
The attacking player indicates a hex he wishes to attack, declares which of his infantry units 
adjacent to that hex are attacking it, and which artillery units within range are firing offensive 
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support (9.3). Then the defending player declares which artillery units within range of the 
attacked hex (if any) are firing defensive support.

The attacking player totals the combat strengths of his infantry attacking the target hex plus the 
attack strengths of any supporting artillery. The defending player adds up the combat strengths 
of all infantry units in the attacked hex, plus the defense strengths of all artillery units in the 
attacked hex, plus the attack strength of any artillery firing defensive support (9.3). The attacker 
divides his total strength by the defender’s total strength to get a ratio (1:1, 2:1, etc). This is the 
base combat odds for the attack.  Round fractions down (for example, 24 factors attacking 11 
would be 2.18:1 or 2:1). Find the column on the Assault Table which corresponds to the base 
combat odds. Apply any column modifiers to increase or decrease the base combat odds (9.2), 
and roll one die. Cross-reference the result with the modified odds column to find out how many 
hits the attacker and the defender each suffer (9.4). Apply the hits before moving on to resolve 
the next assault.

9.11 Restrictions.
Attacks at odds of less than 1:3 (after column modifiers are applied) are not allowed. Attacks 
at odds of greater than 7:1 (after all column modifiers are applied) are resolved on the 7:1 
column.

The attacker may NOT abort or alter an attack once it is declared (for example, if the defender 
allocates more artillery to defensive support than expected). The attack must be resolved as 
declared.

9.2 Column Modifiers.
Once the attacker has calculated the base combat odds, he or she checks the list of column 
modifiers on the Assault Table to see if the odds are increased or decreased (“shifted” to the left 
or the right). All column modifiers are cumulative.

Example: The base combat odds of a German attack are 5:1, but the attacking German units 
include a pioneer unit, and the attacked hex contains a trench and woods. The attack gets a +1 
column modifier for the pioneer, a -2 modifier for the trench and a -1 for the woods. The net 
column modifier is -2, so the attack will be resolved on the 3:1 column.

If an attack’s base combat odds are less than 1:3 or greater than 7:1, any column modifiers 
increase or decrease the odds in whole-number increments. Thus, if the attack in the example 
above had base combat odds of 8:1, the -2 column modifier would reduce the odds from 8:1 to 
6:1. Similarly, a 1:5 attack with a +2 column modifier would be resolved on the 1:3 column.

9.21 Pioneers.
German attacks which include at least one pioneer unit get a +1 column modifier.

9.22 Slopes and Hills.
Attacks against slope or hill hexes receive a -1 column modifier.

9.23 Towns and Woods.
Attacks against town and woods hexes receive a -1 column modifier.

9.24 Forts and Trenches.
Attacks on fort and trench hexes receive a -2 column modifier.

9.25 Cities.
Attacks on city hexes receive a -3 column modifier.

9.26 Bridges and Streams.
If ALL infantry units assaulting the target hex are attacking across bridge or stream hexsides, 
the attack receives a -1 column modifier. Offensive artillery support (9.3) does not change this.
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9.3 Artillery Support.
The attacker may use artillery to increase his combat strength in assaults. This is called offensive 
support. The defender may do the same – this is defensive support.

To provide offensive or defensive support, artillery units must be within range of the hex being 
attacked. Artillery providing support need not be adjacent to the assaulted hex, but they can 
be.

9.31 Procedure.
The owning player adds the artillery’s attack strength (NOT defense strength) to the combat 
strength of his unit(s) in the battle. Flip artillery units that provide offensive or defensive support 
to their “fired” side.

9.32 Restrictions.
• Army artillery may not provide offensive or defensive support.
• A divisional artillery unit may only support units of its own division.
• Corps artillery may support any unit in the same corps.
• Not all units in an assault which an artillery unit is supporting need to be from the same 
division or corps as the artillery unit - just one such unit is sufficient.
• Divisional and corps artillery MAY give support to any friendly remnant within range (it does 
not have to be a remnant from a specific corps or division).
• An artillery unit may not perform defensive support during any Assault Phase in which it is 
itself assaulted by enemy units. It can only defend at its normal defense strength. However, an 
artillery unit that is not being assaulted this phase may provide defensive support to another 
artillery unit that is being assaulted in a different hex within range.
• On Turn 1, all German divisional artillery fire at a strength of “4” for offensive support.

9.4 Hits.
Each result on the Assault Table is two numbers separated by a slash (Example: 3/0). The 
number on the left is the number of hits suffered by the attacker. The number on the right is the 
number of hits suffered by the defender. The defender must always apply hits to his units (taking 
step losses and retreating) before the attacker does. Hits can only be applied to units actually 
participating in the current assault.

9.41 Step Losses.
Each hit causes one unit on the receiving side to take a step loss (unless it retreats to avoid the 
step loss, 9.42). A step loss causes one full-strength unit to flip to its reduced-strength side, or 
eliminates a reduced-strength unit (or a unit with no reduced-strength side). The owning player 
decides which of his units in the assault take step losses from hits (Exception: 9.44).

9.42 Retreats.
At least half of the hits a player takes in an assault (round fractions down) MUST be taken 
as step losses (Exception: 9.43). After that, a player may avoid the remaining step losses by 
retreating ALL his units in the assault a number of hexes equal to the number of step losses 
he wishes to avoid. If it is not possible for all of the player’s participating units to retreat (due 
to the presence of enemy units or terrain they’re prohibited from entering), then none of them 
may retreat and the hits must be taken as step losses instead (Exception: Supporting Artillery, 
9.45). If any retreating friendly units can only retreat a limited number of hexes (due to blocking 
terrain or enemy units), then ALL retreating friendly units may only retreat that many hexes 
and must take any remaining hits as step losses. Retreating costs no MPs. Retreating units do 
not have to end up in the same hex.

Example: Two full-strength German infantry units are attacked and suffer three hits. The 
German player must take at least one step loss, so he flips one unit to its reduced-strength side. 
He could then retreat both units two hexes to avoid the other step losses. Or, he could flip the 
other unit to its reduced-strength side and retreat them both one hex. Or, he could eliminate the 
other unit and leave the reduced-strength unit in place, taking all 3 hits as step losses.
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Note: 1/2 rounded down = 0. So, if units take one hit in an assault, they may all retreat one hex 
instead of taking a step loss (Exception, 9.43).

9.43 Fractions.
When German units attack fort or trench hexes, round any fraction UP when determining how 
many hits must be resolved step losses. So, 1 hit would equal 1 step loss (no retreat), and 3 hits 
would cause at least two step losses.

9.44 German Pioneers.
If the German player attacks with one or more pioneer units, the first German step loss suffered 
in that assault must be from a pioneer unit.

9.45 Supporting Artillery.
Artillery providing offensive or defensive support and which are not in or adjacent to the 
attacked hex do not suffer hits in assault combat and don’t retreat (9.5) or advance (9.6).

9.5 Retreats.
All defending units in a combat retreat a number of hexes equal to the number of hits they 
did not suffer as step losses (9.42, exception 14.82). Retreating units must move away from all 
enemy units involved in the current combat, and toward any friendly-controlled board edge 
hex. They must do this in each hex into which they retreat (they can’t “retreat” laterally and 
then away). If they can’t move toward a friendly-controlled board edge, they must move toward 
a friendly-controlled city or town. If they can’t retreat toward a friendly-controlled board edge, 
city or town, or if they are blocked from retreating away from attacking enemy units, then they 
can’t retreat and must take all hits as step losses. Retreating costs no MPs.

9.51 Retreats and ZOC.
Infantry units may retreat through enemy ZOCs, but must undertake an M morale check (12.1) 
in each such hex through which they retreat. Failure causes demoralization (12.3). A unit which 
is already demoralized and fails a morale check takes a step loss (9.41). HQs and artillery may 
not retreat into enemy ZOCs.

9.52 Retreats and Interdiction.
If a unit retreats through a hex with an interdiction marker (7.2), it must make an M morale 
check (12.1), with the same consequences for failure as retreating through an enemy ZOC (9.51). 
HQs and artillery MAY retreat through interdicted hexes.

9.53 Attackers and Retreats.
Attackers that retreat may not advance after combat (9.6).

9.54 Supporting Artillery.
Artillery which are firing offensive or defensive support and which are not in or adjacent to 
the assaulted hex do not take hits from assault combat (9.4) and do not retreat or advance after 
combat.

9.6 Advances.
If the defending hex is left vacant due to step losses or retreats (9.5), and if none of the attacking 
units retreated, then the attacking units may advance into the hex. Defending units may never 
advance after combat — only the attacker may advance.

All units which actually attacked the defending hex may advance into it, up to the stacking 
limit. Advancing costs no MPs, and is not affected by enemy ZOC (8.4).

9.61 German Pioneers.
If pioneers were involved in the attack (even if they were eliminated), and the defending units 
retreated at least two hexes, then attackers which are (or were) stacked with the pioneer(s) may 
advance into the first hex into which the enemy units retreated, if the hex does not contain 
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other enemy units. If all defending units were eliminated, then units stacked with the attacking 
pioneer(s) may advance into any one hex beyond the attacked hex (if the hex into which they 
advance does not contain enemy units). If two or more attacking stacks contain a pioneer unit, 
then they can all advance two hexes through the attacked hex and into the same or different 
hexes beyond the attacked hex.

At least one advancing unit must remain in the hex attacked (Exception: 9.62). The rest may 
advance into the hex beyond, subject to stacking limits. After all units stacked with pioneers 
have finished advancing, then other units which participated in the assault may advance into 
attacked hex, up to the stacking limit. Advancing units may not “split up” while advancing, 
except to leave a unit behind in the attacked hex.

9.62 Lone Pioneers.
If the only advancing units are pioneers and the defending units retreated at least two hexes or 
were eliminated, then the advancing pioneers may advance beyond the attacked hex per rule 
9.61 and none are required to stay in the attacked hex.
 
9.63 Supporting Artillery.
Artillery firing offensive support may not advance after combat unless they are stacked with 
assaulting infantry units.

9.7 Surrender.
A unit surrenders if:
• It is eliminated while out of supply and surrounded by enemy ZOC (8.4); or
• It is a demoralized reduced-strength unit or remnant (14.4) which fails to rally (6.2) while 
adjacent to an enemy unit and no friendly unit which is not demoralized is present in the same 
hex.

When a unit surrenders, remove it from the game permanently. It may not be restored with 
replacements (6.3).

10.0 Mutual Recovery Phase
In the Mutual Recovery Phase, both players return all artillery units to their front side. They may 
also try to rally (6.2) disrupted HQs. If the HQ successfully rallies, return it to its undisrupted 
side.

11.0 Terrain Effects
Terrain (in hexes and on hexsides) affects supply lines (6.12), movement (8.0), barrages (7.1) and 
assaults (9.0). Terrain effects are cumulative. See the Terrain Effects Chart (TEC).

12.0 Morale and Demoralization
Units must make morale checks when they suffer an M, M1, M2 or X result on the Barrage Table 
(7.11), and when retreating through hexes containing an enemy ZOC (9.51) or an Interdiction 
marker (9.52).

12.1 Morale Checks.
To make a morale check, the owning player first adjusts the morale of the unit in question based 
on all modifiers that apply (12.2), and rolls two dice. If he is making an “M” morale check, he 
doesn’t modify the result. If he is making an M1, M2 or M3 morale check, he adds +1, +2 or 
+3 to the result (respectively). If the modified result is equal to or less than the unit’s modified 
morale, the unit passes the morale check and is unaffected. If the modified result is greater than 
the unit’s modified morale, it fails the morale check and becomes demoralized (12.3). Place a 
“Demoralized” marker on each unit that fails a morale check. If an already-demoralized unit 
fails a morale check, it takes a step loss (9.41) and remains demoralized if it survives the step 
loss.
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12.2 Morale Modifiers.
Circumstances can increase or decrease a unit’s morale, per the list below. All modifiers are 
cumulative:

• Unit is at reduced-strength: -1
• Unit is demoralized: -1
• Unit is in a trench, fort or city hex: +1
• French Reserve (infantry starting with a morale of 6) on and after 26 February: +1
• French Territorial (infantry starting with a morale of 5) on and after 26 February: +2
• French Remnant on and after 26 February: +1

12.3 Demoralization.
Demoralized units suffer the following:

• Each demoralized infantry unit has its combat strength halved (round fractions up) and cannot 
attack. All it can do in combat is defend at half-strength.
• A demoralized artillery unit may fire barrage or interdiction (7.0) at half strength, but may not 
fire support (9.3). It defends at full strength.
• All demoralized units suffer a -1 penalty to their morale (12.2), may not participate in strategic 
movement (8.2) or breakthrough movement (13.0), and may not take replacements (6.3).
• Demoralized units which fail additional morale checks take step losses (9.41).
• Demoralized reduced-strength units or remnants (14.4) surrender if they fail their rally rolls 
(6.2) while adjacent to enemy units (9.7) and no friendly unit which is not demoralized is present 
in the same hex.

Demoralized units may rally (6.2) in the Organization Phase (except for HQs, which rally in 
the Mutual Recovery Phase). Demoralized and unsupplied (6.16) effects are cumulative. Thus, 
an infantry unit that is unsupplied and demoralized has its combat strength quartered. An 
artillery unit that is out of supply and demoralized can do nothing but defend at full-strength if 
attacked.

13.0 Breakthrough Movement
German pioneers, French hunters, and all units stacked with them at the start of their side’s 
Breakthrough Movement Phase may move half of their current movement allowance (after any 
reductions from being unsupplied (6.16) – round fractions up). Stacked units may not “split 
up” during Breakthrough Movement, though a unit can be left behind in the starting hex. 
Breakthrough movement is only allowed in Good Weather (5.2). Units may not use Strategic 
Movement (8.2) during the Breakthrough Movement Phase.

14.0 Special Rules

14.1 Digging In.
The trenches printed on the map have been in existence for over a year, and are quite extensive. 
Players may not construct more trenches during the course of play, but units in non-trench hexes 
may “dig in” during their Movement Phase. Digging-in provides lesser benefits than occupying 
a trench.

14.11 Procedure.
A unit which does not move in the Movement Phase may dig in instead. The owning player 
should rotate dug-in units to indicate their status. If a dug-in unit subsequently moves, it loses 
its dug-in status until it digs in again. Turn it so that it’s right-side-up again.

14.12 Effects.
Each dug-in unit receives a +1 bonus to its combat strength (or defense strength in the case of 
artillery) when defending against an enemy assault. It does not get any bonus when attacking.
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14.13 Restrictions.
• Units in trench or fort hexes may not dig in.
• Units may not dig in during the Breakthrough Movement Phase (13.0).
• The French railroad gun may never dig in.

14.2 Separate Division.
The French 16th Infantry Division is an independent unit and not part of any corps. It may not 
receive support fire (9.3) from any corps artillery or HQ, and eliminated 16th Division units may 
not be returned to play with replacements. It treats any hex of Verdun as its supply source (6.11 
— Verdun is never out of supply or disrupted). It enters at hex 1622.

14.3 Army-Level Artillery.
Each side has off-board army artillery of different types. Each is treated a bit differently.

14.31 German Naval Battery.
The German naval battery has an unlimited range. When it fires, flip it to its fired side (so it can’t 
fire again this turn).

14.32 German Heavy Artillery.
The German “Heavy Artillery” marker begins in the “3” box on the German Offboard Artillery 
Track, and is reset to that box at the start of each German Organization Phase. Each time it fires, 
it moves down one slot (it can fire three times per turn). These guns are located far to the north 
and can hit any hex within 10 hexes of the north edge of the map.

14.33 French Left Bank Artillery.
The French have a smattering of guns firing from the left bank of the Meuse. For convenience’s 
sake this fire is considered to be coming from Forges. It is army artillery (see Artillery Capability 
Chart). German units may not fire barrages at Left Bank artillery.

14.34 French Railroad Gun.
The French railroad gun is also army artillery, and represents medium and large guns on two 
armored trains that were stranded in the salient after the initial German bombardment damaged 
the rail lines. It is the only artillery unit that can move after firing, as indicated by the movement 
allowance printed on its “fired” side. Other than that it obeys normal movement rules, except 
that it may never move into non-rail hexes.

14.4 Remnants.
The French have three remnant units, and the Germans have two. They may enter play when 
infantry units are eliminated. Any German unit can produce a remnant, but only French 
regiments with a printed morale of 7 or 8 may do so. A remnant counts as half a regiment for 
stacking purposes, and exerts Weak ZOC (8.43).

14.41 Procedure.
When an eligible unit is eliminated, the owning player may make an M Morale Check for that 
unit if desired (12.1). If the unit passes, place a remnant counter (if one is available) in the hex 
the unit occupied when it was eliminated. If the unit was eliminated before all hits against it 
were satisfied, or if other units are in the remnant’s hex and they retreat, then the remnant must 
retreat as well. A remnant cannot be eliminated on its turn of entry.

Example: A solitary, reduced-strength French regular infantry unit takes 4 hits. The first hit 
eliminates it. The French player removes it from the board, makes a successful morale check, 
and places a remnant in its hex. He then retreats it three hexes to satisfy the other three hits.

14.42 Eliminating Remnants.
When a remnant is eliminated, remove it from the game. It may not return to play through use 
of replacements, and does not count as a casualty at the end of the game (16.0).
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14.5 German Pioneers.
If at least one German pioneer unit participates in an assault, the German player receives a 
+1 column modifier. However, the first German step loss in that assault must come from a 
participating pioneer unit (9.41). No more than one replacement per turn (total, not per pioneer 
unit) may be spent on pioneer units (6.3). Pioneer units and all units stacked with them may 
move in the German Breakthrough Movement Phase in Good Weather turns (13.0), and may 
advance into the first hex through which French units retreat when retreating 2 hexes or more 
(9.61).

14.6 French Hunters (Chasseurs a Pied).
The French player has some special “Hunter” battalions. These units treat all German ZOC as 
Weak rather than Strong (8.43). Reduced-strength hunter battalions may receive replacements, 
but eliminated hunter units may never return to play. French hunter units and all units stacked 
with them may move in the French Breakthrough Movement Phase (13.0) in Good Weather 
turns.

14.7 Petain Takes Over.
On the February 26th turn, General Petain takes command of French forces. This has several 
effects. The French player may replace any one eliminated artillery unit during his February 
26th Organization Phase. In addition, on February 26th and thereafter:
• French corps- artillery may combine fire;
• Reserve, Territorial and Remnants have a morale of 7.
• French HQs can use rail lines in addition to roads when checking supply (6.11).
• The French get two replacement points per turn.

14.8 Forts.
All forts on the board are French. Each fort hex exerts Strong ZOC (8.42) and may not be entered 
by German units until it is destroyed.

14.81 Forts and Combat.
French units in Fort hexes are immune to barrage fire (7.1), and German units attacking an 
undestroyed fort hex get a -2 column shift on the Assault Table. Forts have an intrinsic combat 
strength of 2. This is in addition to any friendly defenders in the hex, and is treated as a single 
step which can be lost in combat. 

14.82 Forts and Retreats.
A fort garrison can never retreat, so if an otherwise empty undestroyed fort hex takes a hit then 
the garrison is destroyed along with the fort. Also, if defending non-garrison units in a fort hex 
retreat out of the hex after absorbing half the hits on the hex as step losses (9.5), one more hit on 
that hex is absorbed by the fort garrison. This destroys the garrison and reduces the number of 
hexes the retreating units must retreat by one. Place a “Fort Destroyed” marker in each fort hex 
with a destroyed garrison. Destroyed forts have no garrisons, and all Fort Destroyed markers 
remain on the board for the rest of the game (even if the fort is recaptured by the French).

14.83 Forts and Supply.
Garrisons and intrinsic fort strengths are always in supply (6.1). Other units in fort hexes must 
follow normal supply rules (there’s only food and ammo for the garrison there).

14.9 Control.
At the start of the game, everything south of the northernmost trench line is French-controlled, 
and everything north of it is German-controlled. Each hex remains under its original owner’s 
control until an enemy unit enters the hex. At that point, the enemy player gains control of it and 
keeps control unless and until the friendly player enters the hex with one of his own units.
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15.0 Optional Rules
If desired, players of differing experience levels can agree on optional rules to give a boost to 
the less experienced player. Below you will find optional rules that benefit specific sides, with 
the level of benefit (Major or Minor) listed with the rule.

15.1 Spoiling Attack.
The Germans launch a spoiling attack on the west bank. The French Left Bank artillery at 
Forges does not participate in the game. (German Minor)

15.2 Full Effort.
The Germans make a more concerted effort to actually take Verdun. The 121st Division enters 
on the 25th without the victory penalty (6.42). (German Major)

15.3 Improved Organization.
Allow the French player to assign the 16th Division to one of his corps. This decision must be 
made upon entry. The 16th Division is assigned to an HQ (not Verdun) and may receive artillery 
support (9.3) and replacements (6.3) normally. (French Minor)

15.4 Heavy Artillery.
The French High Command does not strip the forts of big guns in 1915. Players should use the 
Fort Garrison counters to represent the garrisons at full strength (2) and reduced-strength (1). 
Forts also have an extended ZOC in a two hex radius. The six hexes adjacent to the fort are 
Strong ZOC (8.42) and the extended ZOC is Weak (8.43). (French Major)

15.5 Infiltration
The presence of one or more friendly units in a hex negates both Strong and Weak enemy ZOC 
in the hex for all purposes (8.42, 8.43). Thus, all unit types may always enter, move, advance 
and retreat, and trace supply through all hexes containing one or more friendly units, with no 
extra MPs spent and no morale checks required. In addition, units may Infiltrate through a 
series of such hexes if one unit enters the first hex and stops moving for the phase, a second unit 
enters the hex with the first unit and then moves to another hex with an enemy ZOC and stops, 
and so on.  If using Infiltration the German players scores 1 Victory Point for every three towns 
controlled, round fractions down.
 

16.0 Victory Conditions
Only the German player scores Victory Points (VPs). At the end of the last turn, the German 
player scores VPs for the territory he controls and the current number of French casualties, as 
follows:

• Controlling Territory.
1 Victory Point for every two towns controlled, round fractions down (for example, one town = 
0 VP, seven towns = 3 VP).
1 VP for each fort destroyed
1 VP for each hex of Verdun controlled

• Inflicting Casualties.
Count each eliminated unit as two casualties, and each reduced-strength unit on the board 
as one. Remnants (14.4), and steps or units restored through replacements, do not count as 
casualties (there is no need to keep track of steps and units brought back into play). Compare the 
ratio of French casualties to German casualties and score points as follows:

German casualties greater that French = 0 points
French casualties greater than German = 1 point
French casualties greater than German by a 3:2 ratio = 3 points
French casualties greater than German by a 2:1 ratio or more = 5 points
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In addition, the German player loses one VP penalty if he uses his reinforcement option (6.42).

Once you’ve determined the number of VPs, consult the table below to determine the winner.

German VPs Result
0-2    French Major Victory
3-5    French Minor Victory
6-8    Draw (Historical)
9-11    German Minor Victory
12+    German Major Victory

Reinforcement Schedule

February 23
French XX Corps HQ and Artillery
French 37th Division

February 24
French 153rd Division

February 25
French 16th Independent Division
(OPTIONAL: German 121st Infantry Division)

February 26
Petain takes over, French get 2 replacements per turn (14.7)
French I Corps HQ and Artillery
French 1st Division

February 27
French 2nd Division

Playing Pieces

Note that the French 16th Division’s artillery has a fort garrison on the reverse side; this should 
be a “fired” side like other divisional artillery (no attack or movement, but a defense of 2).
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Die-roll
Assault Table

	 																																															Odds	(Attacker:Defender)
Die-roll	 1:3	 1:2	 1:1	 2:1	 3:1	 4:1	 5:1	 6:1	 7:1+
1	 4/0	 4/0	 3/0	 3/1	 3/1	 2/2	 2/2	 2/3	 1/3
2	 4/0	 3/0	 3/1	 3/1	 2/2	 2/2	 2/3	 1/3	 1/3
3	 3/0	 3/1	 3/1	 2/2	 2/2	 2/3	 1/3	 1/3	 1/4
4	 3/1	 3/1	 2/2	 2/2	 2/2	 1/3	 1/3	 1/4	 0/4
5	 2/1	 2/1	 2/2	 2/3	 1/3	 1/4	 1/4	 0/4	 0/4
6	 2/1	 2/2	 1/2	 1/3	 1/4	 1/4	 0/4	 0/4	 0/4

Attacks at odds of less than 1:3 (after all col-
umn modifiers are applied) are not allowed. 
Attacks at odds greater than 7:1 (after all col-
umn modifiers are applied) are resolved on the 
7:1 column. If base attack odds are less than 
1:3 or greater than 7:1, any column modifiers 
increase or decrease the odds in whole-num-
ber increments (for example, an attack with 
base odds of 9:1 and a -3 column modifier 
would be resolved on the 6:1 column).

Column Modifiers (all are cumulative)
• German attackers include pioneer: +1
• All attackers attacking across Bridge 
hexside(s): -1
• All attackers attacking across Stream 
hexside(s): -1
• Defenders in slope or hill hex: -1
• Defenders in Town hex: -1
• Defenders in Woods hex: -1
• Defenders in Fort hex: -2
• Defenders in Trench hex: -2
• Defenders in City hex: -3

Die-roll
Terrain Effects Chart

Hex/Hexside	 	 MP	Cost	to	Enter	 Assault	 Barrage
Bridge	 	 	 1	(Negates	River)	 -1	Column	 No	effect
City	 	 	 2	(1)	 	 	 -3	Column	 -2	Column
Clear	 	 	 1	 	 	 No	effect	 No	effect
Fort	 	 	 Germans	may	not	enter	 -2	Column	 Immune	
River	 	 	 Prohibited	 	 Prohibited	 No	effect
Road	 	 	 1	(1/2)	 	 	 No	effect	 No	effect
Slope/Hill	 	 2		 	 	 -1	Column	 No	effect
Stream		 	 +1	 	 	 -1	Column	 No	effect
Town	 	 	 2	(1)	 	 	 -1	Column	 -1	Column
Trench	 	 	 +1	 	 	 -2	Column	 -2	Column
Woods	 	 	 2	 	 	 -1	Column	 No	effect

• All movement point costs and column modifiers are cumulative.
• Use movement point costs in parenthesis when using Strategic Movement.
• Units moving along a road ignore other terrain costs. Units entering or tracing supply through 
a road hex from a non-road, unconnected road or interdicted road hex pay MP cost of other ter-
rain in the hex.



Die-roll
Barrage Table

	 																																															Fire	Strength
Die-roll		 	 1-3	 4-6	 7-10	 11-14	 15-18	 19+
1	 	 	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 M
2	 	 	 -	 -	 -	 -	 M	 M
3	 	 	 -	 -	 -	 M	 M	 M1
4	 	 	 -	 -	 M	 M	 M1	 M2
5	 	 	 -	 M	 M	 M1	 M2	 X
6	 	 	 M	 M1	 M1	 M2	 X	 X

Results
- = No Effect
M = Morale Check
M1 = Morale check, with +1 added to die roll
M2 = Morale check, with +2 added to die roll
X = Eliminate one artillery unit or reduce one 
full-strength infantry unit. All remaining units 
must also make M2 morale check. If there 
were no artillery or full-strength infantry, no 
units are eliminated but all units must make 
M3 morale check.

Column Modifiers (all are cumulative)
• German artillery firing on Good Weather 
turns: +1
• German artillery firing on February 21st turn 
(only): +1
• Target is Town hex: -1
• Target is City hex: -2
• Target is Trench hex: -2

Fort hexes and units in them are immune to 
barrage.

Artillery Capability Chart
Artillery	Type	 Fire	Missions	Allowed
Army	 Barrage	and	Interdiction
Corps	 Barrage,	Interdiction,	Offensive		
	 and	Defensive	Support
Divisional	 Offensive	and	Defensive		
	 	 Support
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